
RS SEries 
Cut + Trim + Stump Grind

The Turbo Saw is a do everything attachment. The dual 
axis boom that can rotate 90 degrees as well as swing 
right and left at the push of a button. The high rpm cutting 
disc can cut standing trees, it can be rotated to trim limbs 
or chop logs and, when vertical, the multi-surface blade 
can be used to stump grind. The Turbo Saw even has an 
herbicide spray system to prevent re-growth.





Rotate, Swing, & Stump Grinder
The New RS Series introduces dual axis technology for both head 
rotation as well as the ability to swing the boom. These Turbo 
Saw’s can be positioned horizontally for tree cutting, rotate 
verti-cally to trim limbs and sweep back and forth to grind 
stumps 300+ mm below the ground. 

NEW BLADE: The RS Series features a new multi-surface blade. 
Traditional blades are limited to cut with only the blade’s perime-
ter. The new multi-surface blade can cut with the perimeter like a 
conventional blade and grind with the face like a stump grinder.

RS Series



V-Shield
Should a tree or branch fall in the direction of 
the skid loader, the V-shield deflects it to either 
side. This is especially useful when trimming 
limbs where the fall of the limb may be unpre-
dictable.

Full Mesh Shield
The mesh shield offers excellent visibility 
while operating the saw and provides pro-
tection from protruding branches.

Pushing Guard Lid
The lid on the rotating saw’s head 
doubles as a pushing guard. The 
pushing guard allows the opera-
tor to direct the fall of a tree away 
from himself and his machine. 

High-Speed Cutting Disc
The cutting disc on the Turbo Saw turns at 2,000 rpm allow-
ing the Turbo Saw to cut brush as well as trees. Powering the 
cutting disc is a heavy-duty drive train consisting of a high 
volume hydraulic motor, spherical bearings, and a machined 
billet hub.

TS3 Cutting Tooth System
The TS3’s impact resistant carbide allows for ground 
contact and it can be rotated 3 times for up to 500 hours 
of life. Its durability lies in the unique bolt-on tooth 
design and a low profile bite.

Hardened Skid Plate
A hardened steel skid plate is 
fastened to the cutting disc pro-
tecting its fasteners from wear. 
This makes it possible to cut 
below ground level.

Rotating Cutting Head
The cutting head rotates from horizontal to 
vertical at the touch of a button. This is an 
ideal feature for trimming limbs or cutting 
along fence rows.

Multi-Surface Blade
Multi-surface blade features 25 cut-
ting teeth multi-layered for grinding 
capability. 

Ingenuity in Frame Design
The frame has been designed to give the oper-
ator a 2130mm reach from the attachment 
plate to the tip of the blade. All the hydraulic 
and electric components have been fitted 
inside the frame to protect them from 
operational hazards.

Rotate, Swing, & Stump Grinder



Brass Sprayer Tip
The elbow fittings and sprayer tip 
are made of corrosion resistant 
brass.

Hybrid Herbicide Diesel Sprayer System The 
RS Series comes standard with a sprayer system 
to treat stumps for regrowth. This system 
includes: a 20 litre, ploy-urethane sprayer tank, a 
hybrid herbicide/diesel sprayer pump, and brass 
fittings and sprayer tip. All sprayer system 
components are housed safely inside the frame. 

Universal Quick-Attach Mounting Bracket 
The mounting bracket has been engineered with 
a generous roll back angle giving the operator the 
flexibility to reach difficult areas. The 1830mm 
boom allows for trimming up to 460mm high, 
depending on the skid steer.

Model RS2600HD RS3000HD RS3400HD

CUTTING CAPACITY:
Cutting Capacity mm 760 760 860
Cutting Depth mm 285 285 336

Cutting Speed mm/sec. 75-150 150-254 150-254

Can grind 300mm+ below ground.

SWING CAPABILITY:
1800mm Swing

SKID LOADER COMPATIBILITY:
HP Requirements 60+ 70+ 80+
Hydraulic Flow Required l/min 56-95 90-160 90-160
Case Drain Required No Yes Yes
Mounting Type Universal Quick Attach

DIMENSIONS:
Length mm 2130 2130 2235
Width mm 1170 1170 1170
Height mm 1220 1220 1220
Weight mm 560 570 590

CUTTING DISC:
Width mm 760 760 860
Thickness mm 12 12 12
Carbide Teeth No. 25 25 25
Kerf (cutting width) mm 25 25 25
Tooth Bite  mm 3.75 3.75 3.75
Cutting Disc RPM 1,800-2,000 1,800-2,000 1,800-2,000

SHIELDING:
150° Shielding

INCLUDED ADDITIONAL FEATURES:
Sprayer System (20 litre Tank & Herbicide / Diesel Capable Pump) 

Multi-Surface Blade, RPM Gauge, Swing Valve

PRICE:
*MSRP $12,500.00 $14,500.00 $16,500.00

Anti-Stall Gauge
The RS Series comes with an RPM 
gauge to prevent stalling.

Swing Valve
Adjustable swing 
control valve.

Rotator, Swing, & Stump Grinder

Swing Capability
The boom swings in a 200mm arch
allowing for controlled feed into material on 
uneven terrains.  It also enables the stump 
grinding function to grind up to a depth of 
100mm in a single pass.

Plug & Play Hydraulic and Electric 

Connections
The RT Series comes standard with 
connecting hoses and couplers. The 
RT Series controls interface directly 
with the skid steer’s existing hydrau-
lic and electric connections.



Cut
Cuts up to 760mm Trees

TRIM
TrimS limbs & cut Logs

GRIND
GrindS Stumps 
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